CORSAGE AND BOUTINEER EVALUATION SHEET

County_________________  
Class 713 _____ _____ 
Name_______________________________________ Placing ________________

COLOR COMBINATION 25%  
_____Excellent _____Fair  
_____Good _____Poor  

DESIGN 25%  
_____Excellent _____Fair  
_____Good _____Poor  

DISTINCTION AND ORIGINALITY 10%  
_____Excellent _____Fair  
_____Good _____Poor  

SUITABILITY 10%  
_____Excellent _____Fair  
_____Good _____Poor  

CONDITION 10%  
_____Excellent _____Fair  
_____Good _____Poor  

APPROPRIATNESS OF CONSTRUCTION 20%  
(secure attachment method, all wires covered, etc)  
_____Excellent _____Fair  
_____Good _____Poor  

COMMENTS: